
Understanding OER
and Creative Commons

Most freedom

Least freedom

Public Domain (CC0) Public Domain (CC0) has “No Rights Reserved” 
and is free of copyright restrictions.  Items can 
be used freely for any purpose by anyone, 
without giving attribution to the author or creator.

Licence freedom

OER

Not considered OER 
because you cannot 
revise or remix

Al l  6  l icences  requi re  ATTRIBUTION

The four “open” CC Licences (OER)

(BY) By Attribution. Permits all uses of the original 
work, so long as it is attributed to the original author.  

(BY-SA) By Attribution - Share Alike.  As above, but 
any derivative work must also use a similar licence.  
Hence, "Share Alike".  

(BY-NC) By Attribution - Non-Commercial.   
Licensed works are free to use / share / remix with 
attribution, but does not permit commercial use of the 
original work.  

(BY-NC-SA) By Attribution - Non-Commercial - 
Share Alike.  Does not permit commercial use of the 
original work, and any derivatives from it must use a 
similar licence.

(BY-ND) By Attribution - No Derivatives.  Licensed 
works are free to use / share with attribution, but does 
not permit derivative works from the original.

(BY-NC-ND) By Attribution - Non-Commercial - No 
Derivatives.  Does not permit any commercial use or 
derivatives of the original work.  Note this is the most 
restrictive of CC licences and is often regarded as a 
'free advertising' licence.

NOTE;  Commerical use means income-generating use of any kind.

FAMIL IES OF CONDIT IONSCreative Commons Licences

Six standard CC licences

Creative Commons (CC) Licences are public copyright licences 
that enable the free distribution of a copyrighted work.

You are required to provide attribution to anyone designated
by the licensor.

This condition, represented by the         icon and shortened to 
“BY”, is present in all six Creative Commons licences.

Attribution should include:

   1. Title of Work  
   2. Creator’s Name and Other Attribution Parties
   3. Source of Work (+ URL)
   4. Licence (+URL) 
   5. Changes to the source work (if any)

Attribution

The 5R Permissions of OER

The term “Open Content” describes any copyrightable work
that is licensed in a manner that provides users with free
and perpetual permission to engage in the 5 R activities:

Open Content and the 5 Rs

Retain Reuse Revise

Remix Redistribute

Make and
own copies

Use in a wide
range of ways

Adapt, modify
and improve

Combine two
or more

Share with 
others

Open Educational Resources (OER) are learning, teaching 
and research resources available in a variety of formats 
such as textbooks, courses, journals, multimedia 
and tools, materials, or techniques used to support access
to knowledge. 

These resources fall under flexible open licensing and are 
accessible for anyone to use at no cost.

What are OER?

OER are made available under open licences, which grant
permission to use them within the terms of those licences.

Creative Commons (CC) is the most popular open licensing 
system.

Open Licensing

For general OER enquiries:
E: askthelibrary@cdu.edu.au T: 8946 7016 

For help with adapting, creating or changing OER resources:
E: imps@cdu.edu.au T: 8946 7779


